
Rockers Geek Out About Indie
Record Stores in New Documentary
Sonic Youth's Thurston Moore, Fugazi's Ian MacKaye and more speak out in 'I Want That Record!'
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ith limited-edition releases by Bruce Springsteen, Beastie Boys and R.E.M. — plus live

in-store performances by everyone from Smashing Pumpkins to Against Me! — this

year's Record Store Day offered a much-needed financial boost to ailing independent

music retailers. Sales were up 10 percent, making Record Store Day the biggest sales

week for vinyl in history, according to Nielsen SoundScan.

Still, one marquee retail event won't keep indie shops in the black, although a

fascinating new documentary titled I Want That Record! may convince music fans to

head out to their favorite local music retailers. Directed by up-and-coming filmmaker

Brendan Toller, I Want That Record! maps out the rise and fall of indie music stores and

features interviews with everyone from Thurston Moore and Ian MacKaye to

philosopher Noam Chomsky and Talking Heads' Chris Frantz chatting about the

importance of supporting indie outlets, the negative impact digital-music sales have had

on retailers, plus their favorite memories hanging with music geeks among stacks of

vinyl and CDs. (Watch a clip by clicking the box above.)

"Sure, you can find any music on the Internet," says Toller, who made the movie for his

thesis project as a student at Hampshire College. "But there's a part of that experience

that's lonely. For music fans, going to stores is the center of your social universe. It's the

same community of people that sit in sports bars or bookstores. We're social beings but

it's harder and harder to support local business if prices aren't affordable."

I Want That Record! was available on DVD in indie retailers for Record Store Day and

Toller says most copies flew off the shelves. "I tried to find a copy of my film but it sold

out everywhere," he says. Still, the movie will get a wider retail release when it hits

major chains on July 27th. The irony of selling his anti-big-box-retailer documentary

isn't lost on Toller. "It's definitely conflicting," he says. "But if Best Buy is going to sell it

and think that it's not taking shots at them, I like that contradiction!"
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